
Operator shortage? Intelligent machine vision
can give more and better wafer inspection.

Right now, wafer manufacturers are
having serious problems in finding
and retaining operators. And they're
desperately looking for ways to keep
their fabs running effectively.

Fortunately, machine vision can offer
a smart solution. To see how it works,
let’s first look at the basic fab workflow
and check out some opportunities for
improvement…

How to improve ADI

In a typical fab, after wafers are
patterned in Photo they go to
microscope inspection. This “After
Develop Inspection” (ADI) is important
because if there was a patterning
problem in Photo, the fab needs to
catch it quickly so the wafers can be
reworked.

If ADI misses a problem, the wafers will proceed to Etch, Deposition, or Implant, and those
wafers can’t be reworked – instead, they become potential scrap or reliability concerns.

But even though ADI is critical, most fabs only inspect five wafers from each lot – and only
five sites on those five wafers. This is because of time and cost constraints. To increase
their sample size, some fabs may inspect all the wafers in the lot; but they still just look at
five sites per wafer. Either way, the total sample sizes are still small, allowing many
problems to escape detection.

And there’s an additional problem with microscope ADI: Operator fatigue results in a
steady decline in the quality and consistency of operator inspection from the start to the
end of each work shift. And that can seriously impact wafer yield.

So, bottom line, to increase its performance a
fab needs to increase the overall amount and
quality of its wafer inspection while reducing
the inconsistency problems associated with
human inspection.

And right now there is an extremely fast,
automated macro inspection tool that can help
on both counts. It’s the EagleView, shown here,
from Microtronic.

Finally, 100% wafer inspection

When an EagleView macro inspection system is added to the workflow, a fab can reduce
human inspection to a single wafer in the lot. After that, because of its speed and
intelligence EagleView can inspect 100% of the surface of every wafer in every lot.
There's no more need for sampling. And no more operator fatigue. This automated tool
remains accurate and consistent from the start to the end of every shift – every day.

EagleView dramatically increases both the total amount and the quality of wafer
inspection. This enables more process excursions to be caught more quickly – and
corrected more quickly. This improves yields by reducing excursions and scrap.

And if additional machine inspection is added – in the form of CD or Overlay Metrology
tools – human microscope inspection can actually be eliminated altogether, to bring even
greater increases in fab performance. See the progression in the graphic below.

Basically, to maximize fab
performance while reducing
the amount of human
inspection, two rules need to
be applied:

1. Each lot must receive
both a micro and a macro
wafer inspection. The micro
inspection sample can be as
small as one wafer, while
macro inspection is done on
all the wafers.

2. The micro inspection can
be done by microscope,
overlay or CD metrology
tools – to ensure that at
least one wafer in the lot
was patterned correctly
(reticle check, CD size,
registration).

The high-speed EagleView can then inspect all the wafers for macro defects automatically,
with no need to create or maintain recipes.

Increasing performance with reduced staff

In the past, a typical line might have had eight microscope inspectors per shift. With
EagleView they can reduce that to one or two per shift! Even adding one or two EagleView
operators per shift, the net savings could be 16-20 staff! And those operator positions
could either be reallocated to other bottleneck areas, or could be eliminated.

As illustrated in the two
graphs shown here,
actual fab case studies
confirm that as human
microscope inspection
is reduced and the
amount of machine
wafer inspection is
increased, fab
performance and yields
increase – with
improved productivity,
faster cycle times, and
reduced staffing.

We see that from the time
the manual inspection
reduction program was
initiated, indicated by the
red arrows, performance
began to move in a
positive direction on
multiple fronts.

There were increases in
average moves and in
patterns per direct labor
hour. The percentage of
rework needed also
dropped dramatically.

The major benefits

Overall, we can see a number of significant benefits in this new wafer inspection program.
First, it allows the fab to reduce or make better use of its staffing. Second, it eliminates
sampling and enables the fab to macro-inspect every wafer in every lot. And this, in turn,
allows many more process problems to be spotted and corrected, and the wafers
reworked, much more quickly.

Bottom line, high-performance, high-volume macro wafer inspection made possible by the
Microtronic EagleView can dramatically improve fab efficiency – increasing throughputs
and yields while at the same time reducing staff.

Specializing in semiconductor macro defect inspection

For over 20 years Microtronic has been working to optimize semiconductor wafer macro
defect inspection — to enhance yields and reliability. If you have questions in any of these
areas, just click the left button below. Or email us at info@microtronic.com.

To see our previous Macro Intelligence tech bulletins, click here. And if you'd like to
suggest a topic for a future bulletin, please let us know about it!

I have some questions about
optimizing macro defect inspection

Please keep me on your list to receive
informative technical bulletins
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Why "good" die sometimes go bad

Final electrical test remains one of the best
ways to assess a circuit's ultimate viability.
But we know, unfortunately, that even
100% end-of-line electrical testing of
semiconductor wafers will not guarantee
that chips will not fail in the field. Certain
non-killer but marginal wafer defects can
still slip through electrical testing if they
have sufficient electrical connectivity, even
though it may be less than optimal. And
over the longer term, chips like these can
become reliability “time-bombs.” In the end
products, repeated thermal and electrical
overstress can cause electromigration and
push such circuits into failure.

Fortunately, there’s another tool that can
catch many of these latent defects. It's a
way that can provide additional defect
information, earlier in the process — using
high-speed in-line macro defect inspection.

Good die may not all be equally good

Image 1 below is an in-line semiconductor macro wafer inspection picture showing a
common surface scratch – in a “Z” shape – on a wafer. Now compare that with Image 2,
which shows the final electrical test result for the same wafer. You will notice that not all
the die within the Z area failed. The electrical test seems to indicate that there are still a
number of “good” (green) die within the Z pattern — even though we might reasonably
suspect that additional die within that area could actually have been adversely affected by
the scratch.

In Images 3 and 4 to the right we can
see another example:

Image 3, from in-line semiconductor macro
wafer inspection, clearly reveals a problem
of inadequate photoresist coverage at the
edge of the wafer. However, final electrical
testing of the same wafer, shown in Image
4, again reports fewer failed (non-green)
die than might have been expected, given
the extent of the photoresist issue.

So, as before, we might well suspect that
at least some of those “good” die at the
periphery of the failed areas may actually
be compromised, at least to some degree.

More complete wafer defect information = improved yields and better inspections

Those are just two of the many "gray area" scenarios that allow marginal devices to get
past electrical test and into customers' hands. In the examples shown above, final
electrical testing did not have the benefit of the earlier macro wafer inspection information.
Fortunately, however, today's ultra high-speed automated macro defect wafer inspection
systems can automatically provide a wealth of additional defect data – to inform and
improve every subsequent processing step and inspection. We'll talk more about that in a
forthcoming issue of Macro Intelligence. 

Macro defect inspection expertise

For over 20 years Microtronic has focused on semiconductor wafer macro defect
inspection — optimizing it to improve yields and reliability. If you have questions in any of
these areas, please let us know by clicking the left button below. Or you can email us at
info@microtronic.com. Or call: (877) 642-7687.

Also, if you haven't already, click the right button below to make sure you don't miss a
single one of these Macro Intelligence tech bulletins. And if you'd like to suggest a future
macro defect inspection topic, please email us about it!
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Specializing in semiconductor macro defect inspection

For more than two decades Microtronic has been working to optimize semiconductor 
wafer macro defect inspection to enhance yields and reliability. If you have questions in 
any of these areas, please just call us at (508) 627-8951 or email info@microtronic.com.

To see additional Macro Intelligence tech bulletins, please go to https://www.microtronic.
com/macro-intelligence-technical-bulletins/. And if you’d like to suggest a topic for a  
future bulletin, be sure to let us know.

Microtronic, 171 Brady Avenue, Hawthorne, NY 10532  •  Microtronic.com
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Specializing in semiconductor macro defect inspection

For more than two decades Microtronic has been working to optimize semiconductor 
wafer macro defect inspection to enhance yields and reliability. If you have questions in 
any of these areas, please just call us at (508) 627-8951 or email info@microtronic.com.

To see additional Macro Intelligence tech bulletins, please go to https://www.microtronic.
com/macro-intelligence-technical-bulletins/. And if you’d like to suggest a topic for a  
future bulletin, be sure to let us know.

Microtronic, 171 Brady Avenue, Hawthorne, NY 10532  •  Microtronic.com
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